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We are thrilled to announce that we are partnering with ELEAGUE to bring this to the community, and have published a YouTube livestream that will allow fans to share in the excitement of the opening match in detail. For more on FIFA 22, our entire team of content creators are available to give you more in-depth insights
through our livestream coverage and our preview, “The Ultimate Guide to FIFA 22”: Interview with Creative Director, Jordan Mintzer : FIFA and brands like EA and Disney are on a journey to become one. Is the new sports genre the next stage in this evolution? Jordan Mintzer : There is still a lot of room to grow and evolve. It’s hard
to point to an exact moment that this genre has even began. It is still too early for us to gauge where we are with it, but I think we are heading in the right direction. To date, the genre has mostly been centered around existing content, whether that is Madden or FIFA – we now are seeing companies push for new voices to
compete in the space. FIFA is now well-established, and more importantly a brand, and we’re seeing them become a dominant force in the space with the “Born Ready” teams. I think there are just more opportunities now to come in and start creating stuff, and I think that is going to have a strong positive effect for us. FIFA is only
the third iteration of sports games. What is it about FIFA and football that you guys feel is here to stay? Jordan Mintzer : I think a couple things are at play here. One is that football and soccer is an incredible platform that has an incredible amount of longevity, and you can see that the sport is the world’s game right now. Another
part is that, first and foremost, it's our most watched and played sport - well, it was on TV. So there is that “cool” and that “football.” And then, the other part is that for years, we were the most popular sports game, so it's hard to compete with what the PS4 and Xbox One have done. What will the future look like for FIFA, on and
offline? Jordan Mintzer : I think this platform is going to shape the future of the industry - not just for us, but for everyone - because you can do more than just consume it, and I think that�

Features Key:
Touch the ball and go!- A new "Tap-to-Pass" feature allows players to use natural, intuitive and easy-to-learn gestures to pick, cross and play the ball. Couple that with an evolved Player Positioning system and an all-new in-game shot gauge and you can be more precise and confident in your stiker/sidestepper, and use
your short pass, long pass or through ball with precision.
Perform 3D dribbling, 3D flicks, and 3D one-twos! - An evolved skill system allows players to use their instincts and natural movement to deliver more skill moves, making you feel more in control even if you're ranked lower than your friends.
Ball control runs, runs, and more runs! - A new defensive control system recognizes the need for increased defensive skills and tweaks the response of AI defenders using data collected from professional players. Be more creative in defense to take advantage of this.
The ability to win at altitude! - Take advantage of the increased ball speed available at higher altitudes with the all-new, FIFA 22 boots. Fly closer to the ground and control the ball at higher speeds with variable pressure responses to make off-the-ball movements easier to execute.
An even better feeling of speed in your sprint meter allows you to move quicker and closer to the ball to pick up those over-the-top passes.
Trajectory in your shooting – Know exactly where the shot will go thanks to FUT interactive shooting, which gives you the ability to adjust your angle to more effectively guide your shot. This makes it easier than ever for you to pull off the perfect strike.
Explore your options with thousands of FUT branded player cards! – Thousands of FUT branded cards come from over 100 different leagues across the globe, re-imagining players' abilities to help you create the best team of your dreams.
Improve your control of the virtual ball with customisable Player AI – Play as your favorite player of all-time or let the AI take care of the dirty work and play with our improved Player AI and Player Control gameplay.
Control the entire pitch with brand new Player Positions - In addition to the existing Zone-based Play Calling, new movement-based Positional Play Calling gives you complete control
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FIFA is the world's leading video game franchise. Each year, millions of FIFA players around the world come together to create the storylines and compete for the ultimate prize: the World Cup. Only one team stands victorious in this real-world competition, and this year you can join the team that wins the World Cup by
becoming the captain of your favorite club. FIFA stands for football. FIFA 19 was sold in more than 100 countries. To celebrate FIFA's 20th anniversary, this year's game is FIFA 19, but it is also FIFA 22. Thanks to its revolutionary evolution, FIFA is getting closer and closer to the real thing. This year's game includes
fundamental gameplay improvements, hundreds of additional improvements, new features, and even a more secure online experience. The FIFA franchise is more than just a game that delivers the highest quality gameplay. FIFA is a football fan experience that appeals to millions of sports fans each year. Whether you're
playing alone or with friends, it's simple to get into the game and feel like you're really playing for the world's biggest club. Whether you're on the road or at home, game after game and year after year, FIFA delivers what you are looking for: a football fan experience that captures the emotion of the world's favorite sport.
Great news for FIFA fans. This year marks FIFA's 20th anniversary, and each year we make more advances than the last. This year's game is not just FIFA 19. This year's game is also FIFA 22! The latest edition of the FIFA franchise brings more depth and realism to the entire experience. With revolutionary game engine
technology, ball physics, and improved animations, the game delivers unprecedented realism. Overcome the greatest challenges to create your legacy in your favor. Five seasons, four competitions, and more countries than ever before. Experience all of the adventures and rivalries around the world in four competitions:
Champions League English Premier League Serie A La Liga FIFA 19 isn't just a game for the road. Whether at home or on the move, FIFA can play everywhere, and this year the game delivers on every platform: Xbox One, Xbox One X, Playstation®4, Playstation®4 Pro, PS4™Pro, Xbox 360, Xbox 360, PS3, PS3, PC, Mac,
iOS, Android, Nintendo Switch, Wii U, Nintendo 3 bc9d6d6daa
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Create your Ultimate Team from more than 700 real-life clubs to dominate like never before. Take your squad on a global journey, from the streets of Hong Kong to the hallowed grounds of Wembley, from the Australian Open to the Christmas Day World Cup fixtures. And unlock the ultimate FUT kits, including boots,
shorts, and shirts from over 100 licensed clubs. EA SPORTS Football Life – Now live like a pro on and off the pitch. Become an academy and manage your own club as you progress. Continue your career in the Champions League or around the world to test your skills against the world’s best. Let the challenges become your
destiny – or a defining moment in your career. In Season and Highlights – Get a closer look at the latest action in real-time in the In Season and Highlights features. Enjoy action from every corner of the globe, including the Europa League. Track your personal bests on the in-game leaderboards. Watch highlights from the
Eredivisie, Serie A, and La Liga, and find out the latest transfers and who's moving where. EA SPORTS Football Manager – The most trusted, most recognized football app in the world is here! Join the global community of millions of football managers across any league or country and manage your club. Set up your very
own club from youth to senior, and reach the glory of the Champions League. Begin your career with your dream team or work your way up through the lower divisions. Play in tournaments against your friends and earn rewards for good performances. Differentiate yourself from your opponents with style, flair, and finesse
on the pitch. In Season and Highlights – Get a closer look at the latest action in real-time, including Europa League games, as well as players' Personal Performance Reviews (PPR). EA SPORTS VOLTA V – Play in the most realistic 3D coverag of any console football game. See where players are coming from from the penalty
spot or goal line, where they are moving, how they are holding the ball, and who has possession. In-Game 3D Statistics – See personal ratings for current, historical, and future games. See where your team has performed in each game, including match details, goals, cards, key passes, and interceptions. EA SPORTS Player
Traits – Extend your Real Virtual Pro™ by unlocking over 85 new Player Traits. Now you can personalize your player’s style

What's new in Fifa 22:
Tackle decision-making has been enhanced with new AI that reacts and adapts to real-life situations, offering more options for future skilled play. For example, when receiving a through ball, a player
is able to choose whether to use his/her momentum to shoot from distance; turn in a more dangerous direction; be more static and create a situation where he/she can make a better option.
FIFA Ultimate Team is also available through Xbox Game Pass.
Smoothed touch controls, ball physics and visual improvements increase the player experience throughout the game.
New Game Vision* is a new camera system that interprets the rules of the game in a view that is more natural and less repetitive.
HyperMotion Technology is also available for In-Game Ad-Hoc together with game offers.
A new worldwide visualisation of the MatchDay details on the Spotlight screen, with information on all 22 players and the referee, plus individual attributes and contracts.
Off-ball movements for all 11 players in the Tactical Free-Kick area, with different control animations depending on the distances from the ball.
FIFA 22 introduces an updated right analogue stick system with a new wrapping system that allows faster, more natural turning.
‘Tackling Parade’ is a new Exhale concept built into the right Stick, which offers players more control. When controlling your defensive style, it allows you to slow down and ‘parade’ the ball in front of
players to confuse them.
The new Defending Midfielder concept allows for more options to break down deep defences. Players can have more options and more variety in their tactical approach to the game without forcing
them to adapt the rest of their team.
Quick Likes feedback is now integrated into the mouse and triggers, so you don't have to be within the game and pause to like a goal.
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You’ve never played FIFA on the PlayStation®4 system. FIFA is the premier club football experience, where players use every part of their body to score, tackle, pass, dribble and shoot. FIFA is a sports
title that lets you create and lead your very own football club and compete in the ultimate matches on the pitch. How does the game work? FIFA is played by millions of people across the world every day.
Each player takes control of a unique, licensed football club. This club is made up of a collection of unique players, each with their own skills and attributes and unique ability to tackle, pass, shoot, dribble
or use the head as a 'target' or 'puck'. Players must use all of these parts of their body to score and win the game. Who is the new FIFA? FIFA is more than football. It’s everything that’s football. EA
SPORTS FIFA 22 features cutting-edge game engine technology that works at a higher level of complexity with increased realism, density and authenticity – all powered by an improved FIFA Ultimate
Team™ (FUT) experience. FIFA 22 The best features Introducing controls Football is a sport where small margins separate the best from the rest. With simple button configuration, and the ability to choose
from a wide variety of different control schemes, you’ll have better control over when you shoot and where. Your touch-controlled style of play is made easier by the ability to swipe and tap easily, along
with the addition of the return stick, allowing you to perform incredible swerves. Skillful dribbles, tackles, shots and headers have never been easier – pass to feet or head, and see the ball follow its
natural path, out of the virtual player and into the frame. Over 100 unique celebrations More meaningful celebrations. More ways to show your individuality. More intuitive celebration creation. New
animations bring your feet and head to life, and the refined animation curve increases the fluidity of every action. New camera angles allow for close-ups with more choice. Switch seamlessly between Firstperson and Goal-cam to show just what you see when you make a goal-scoring opportunity. FIFA Ultimate Team™ (FUT) Buy and sell FIFA Ultimate Team is at the centre of every FIFA game. With its
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